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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GROWTH OF YELLOWFIN TUNA 
IN THE EASTERN PACIFIC OCEAN DERIVED FROM 

TAGGING EXPERIMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Data from tagging experiments initiated prior to 1960 were used to study 

the growth of ye11owfin tuna, ~h~ ~~b~?~~~~ by Yabuta and Yukinawa (1959), 

Blunt and Messersmith (1960) ~ Schaefer, Chatwin, and Broadhead (1961), and su

zuki (1971). A considerable amount of data has accumulated since that time, 

which makes it desirable to again study the growth of yellowfin from tagging 

data. 

1\CKNOWLEDGMENTS 

Advice and assistance with the analysis of the data were rendered by 

Drs. Robert c. Francis and William H. Lenarz and Mr. Christopher T. Psaropulos. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The methods of tagging the fish and handling the tag return data are de* 

scribed by Fink (1965), Fink and Bayliff (1970), and Bayliff (1973). Most of 

the calculations were performed on the CDC 3600 and Burroughs 6700 computers 

at the University of California at San Diego. The following programs were used 

for this purpose: 

least-squares regression--Weighted Linear Regression for Two variables 

(Paulik and Gales, 1965); 

estimation of growth parameters--CIAT F06 (Psaropulos, 1966); 

analysis of variance--BMD X64 (Dixon, 1969), 

DATA EMPLOYED 

Data on fish released from 1952 through 1969 by the California Department 

of Fish and Game (Blunt and Messersm.i..th, 1960) and the Tuna Commission were used 

for this report. Seventeen areas of release of the fish were used (Figure 1). 

These correspond to the areas used by Fink and Bayliff (1970), except that 

some offsho:r.e areas have been added due to the recent expansion of the fishery 

further offshore (Calkins and Chatwin, 1967 and 1971). Most of these areas 

correspond roughly to natural regions of occurrence of tuna conc-entrations. 

Some of the fish were not measured when they were released and others were 

not measured '\'Then they were recovered, and th(l;:.;e could not be used in the 

analysis, of course. Only the data for fish at liberty more than 50 days 
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were employed for estimation of th~: rates o:f growth. The data for these fish 

are summarized in Table 1. 

ANALYSES AND RESULTS 

Aqj,u,st.ment of ~he len;r~hs <:rt ,r;~l:~qs~~. 

When the fish were released they were me;;;1.sured hurriedly under difficult 

conditions and usually only to the nearest 5 centimeters, whereas when they 

were recovered they were usually returned t:o Tuna Commission employees \-Tho 

carefully measured them ·~:o ·~he nearest milliuetcr. Some tags were returned by 

fishermen or cannery employees without the fish~ and in these cases est.imates 

of t:he weights of the fish were usually furnished, Many of these estimates 

appeared to be ridiculous, so none o:E them were. converted into lengths, In a 

few cases the lengths of th(~ fish in inches were furnished and, since these 

appeared to be :reasonable, all of: them were converted to millimeters and 1:1.sed. 

The measurements of the fish at rele<:1se appear to have been more care

fully made for the cruises sup€-u·vised by U. S. ·- and Ecuador-based personnel 

than for those supervised by Peru-based personnel, as all fish released on 

some days of some of the la:t.ter cruises were recorded as having been the same 

lengt.h, whereas such v·Tas no·c the case for ·:.:he fm:mer cruises, Therefore the 

er:rors in the measuremen·ts of the leng·ths at release are presumably greater 

for ·t:he Peru cruises, and the biases, if any, are likely to differ. 

It is assumed that. all the measurements of the leng·ths at return corre

spond to the actual leng·ths of the fish ut recapture (!. 2. that they are 

accurat.e and that the fish did not shrink or stretch between recapture and 

return) • It is further assumed that the growth during the first 5 days after 

release is negligible. 'l'hus the differences betv:een the actual and estimated 

lengths at release can be determined for each :fish tvhich was at liberty less 

than 6 days and, if necesscu;y, correction factors can be calculated which ~Jlill 

apply to all ·the fish. This was done separately for the U. S. and Ecuador 

cruises and for the Pe:ru c:cuises by calculnting by the method of least squares 

t:he consta.n·ts of the regression line X. = l); + ~' t'lhere X. = length :i.n millimeters 

at re·turn and .?.!: "" est:i.ma:t.ed length in m:i.llimete:cs fJ.t: release. The data for the 

returns from t.he J?eru cruises ini'tiated in MD.y 1960 ~Jlere not used for this 

calculation, as the rett.u:·ns may have been f::~audulent (Fink and Bayliff~ 1970: 

pages 45-46). t. te:;rts wez·e used to dete:r.·mine vrhether the slopes of the lines 

differed significantly f:t:om 1. The employment of observations which are 



subject to error as the independent variable vvas justified by Joseph and 

Calkins (1969: page 44), who performed a similar opera·tion for data on tagged 

skipjack tuna, Katsuwonus i2,E;~am~s. 

NurnJ-.mr o:f; 

Cruises .?.:~~qrva~~~olV'! 

U.S.A. and Ecuador 

Peru 

816 

94 

The resul·ts are as follows: 

a -
78.4 

343.8 

b 

0,8462348 

0.'1574123 

t 

-13.79 

- 3.85 

.R~~~abi 1~ ~X 
<0.01 

<0.01 

The sign:i.ficant resul·ts of ·the t tests J.ndicate that: biases existed and thet"l: 

the data on the leng·ths at release should be adjusted. The b:i.a.s wa~1 so great 

for the Peru cruises tha·i: :i:l: was decided not ·to use these for estimation of 

the growth rates. 

The adjustment factor :for the U. S. and Ecuador cruise3:. obtained from 

the above estimates o:E ·the parameters .! and £, is believed to be imperfect, 

for it is probable that the dogt>ee of accuracy and the amount of bias in the 

measurements made of the "cagged fish at t.he times of release va:ded somewhat, 

among theHe cruises and even among taggera on the same cruises. Evj.dence 'l:hat 

such was the case for one cruise will be given latE~r. The data axe insuf~ 

fi.ail-mt, however, to ca.lculat:e a separate adjus'l:tnent factor for each tagge:c 

on each cruise. (On more :recent cruises the fish ha.ve been measured ·to the 

nearest l em instead of the neares'c 5 em~ and the taggers have been instructed 

to make the measurements as carefully as possible without delaying the return 

of the fish to t:he water. ) 

Differences in growth .?.tll~Q c:.:eeas, years .a •• time~ crt lib,ertx:2 and lens:zt;t:,s ,ut rc.;,l~~se 

Anonymous ( 1967: page 31) poin·ted out ·chat tagged yellowfin rele.:-tsed north 

of 5°N tended to groitl mOJ::'G :r:apidly than did those released south of 5°N, l!'ink 

and Bayliff (1970: page 58) observed ·that fish :t'eleased in the northern Panama 

Bight which migrat.ed to ·<:he south grew more slowly than did fish which remained 

in that area. or migrated to ·<:he north. Other pr·elimina:cy observations indicated 

that the growt.h of the fish :released in A:r:ea 7 \la.s relatively rapid. Thus the 

data we:t:'e provisionally divided into t.he j:ollowing four area categories or 

groups: those for fish which were released l.n l~reas 1-7 and also recaptured 

there, those for fish which were released in Areas 1-7 and recaptured in h:::eas 

8··111 those fo:r fish which were released in n:r.eas 8··11. and recaptured in Areas 

1··7 ~ those for fish which were released :l.n Areas 8~11 and also recaptured there. 

There are very few re·i:urns for fish which migrated :f.rom Ztreas 1-SC and 6B~·7 to 



A:cee1.s 8-·11 or from Areas 8-11 to Areas 1~71 thus for simplicity all fish re·· 

leased in Areas 1-SC and GB-7 were considered to belong to .• .. ..,: G:roup 1 and 

all :fish released in Areas 8··11 were considered to belong to ·- , Group <.L 

'l'he fj.sh :eeleased in A:n:Jas 6 and 6A belong to Group 1 if they were recaptured 

in Areas 1-7 and to · G:co1..1.p 2 if they \'7ere recaptured in Areas 8·~11. 

Blunt and Messersmith (1960) observed that tagged fish released in the 

B.::l.:ja California-Revillagigedo Islands area in 1953 grew more slowly ·than did 

thc)se released there in 1955 <:1nd 1958. Therefore the growth of ·tagged fish 

released in different years should be considered separately initially. Studies 

of numerous species of fish, including yel.lowfin, have shown that the gro\•tth is 

curvilinear. Thus the g-rovrth rates of fish at liberty different times would 

be expected to differ. Accordingly, the data were divided into two groups) one 

for fish at liberty 6l•w 150 days and one for fish at liberty more than 150 days. 

Also, for the same reason, the growth rates of fish of different lengths a:i.: ·t::he 

times of release would be e'~pected to diffe1·. Therefore the data v1ere divided 

into groups according ·t:o ·~:hose lengths. 

'rhe data for t.he fish released in l1.reas 1 and 6 in 1959 and 1961. v1ere 

used to test initially ·l::he effects of group, yeal:) and time at liberty on t.he 

rate of linear grow·th of t:he fish. The great majority of the :Eish was between 

50 and 65 em at release, so 'l:he o·t.he:r.s, a to·::al of 3 2 fish, '"ere eliminated 

from consideration. The dcd:a are summari::::ed in 'rable 2, and the resul t:s of 

an analysis of variance 'Vlere as follows: 

Sum of Degrees of He an 
Factor !!stua:r.~s. freedom .S£U;~~~ F .£robqbi1~tl .... i ,.,~_ ... , ... ---

Group 0.45365 3 0.15122 0.890 >0.05 
Ye<:'l.r 0.06429 1 0.06429 0.378 >0.05 
'.t'ime of liberty 0.97320 1 0.97320 5.726 <0.05 
Group }{ time crt 
liberty 1. 43003 3 0.47668 2.805 <0.05 
Year X time 
at liber·ty 0.14823 1 0.14823 0.872 >0.05 
Error 76.30996 t.\49 0.16996 

'I'he analysis shows signif:i.cc.u-rtdifferences for d.me at liberty and group 

lc time at liberty only. :r.t can be seen in '!'able 2 that in every case the 

growth was less for i:he fish at liberty moJ:e ·~:han 150 days, so it is not 

surprising that t:he:r.·e is a significa.rri: dif:ee:cence for time at liberty. 

The significan-t difference for g:r.oup x tir::1e a·t liberty is due to l:he fac·:: 

that the growth for Groups la and 2 was more than twice as fast for: thE~ :Eish 
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at l:i.berty 61 to 1.50 days as for those at liberty more than 150 days, vvh:l.le 

for Gx·oups lb and lc the difference was only about 15 percent. The d.atcl. fm: 

Groups la and 2 for fish at liberty 61. to 150 days include only 9 fish, so 

not much importance should be attached to this result. 

To study the rates of growth of fish of a ~:lider range of lengths at 

release it is necessary ·to use all the data, Accordingly, the data were pooled 

into two groups, Group l ( fast:.er growth) and G:rmJ.ps 2 and 4 combined ( slov.rer 

growth) , two periods of time at liberty, 61-150 days and over 150 days, and 

eight intervals of length at release, under 50 em, 50-55 em, 55-60 em, 

60-65 em, 65-70 em, 70-75 em, 75-80 em, and over 80 em. (As the lengths a::; 

release were adjus·ted, none -vw.s exactly 50, 55, • , • , or 80 em.) The pooling 

into two groups was done on the basis of the informa·tion on pagE~ 3, not the 

s·tatistical analyses just ;:)erfo.rtned. The data are summarized in Ta.ble 3. 

Most of the fish of G:.~·oups 2 and t1 v1ere 50 ·to 55 em long a·t release, 

and it a.ppears that the grow·i:h of ·these fish was slower ·than that of the 

fish of Group 1. 'l'herefore an analysis of variance for these two gJ:·oups 

and the two tit.nes at libe:.c·;:y was performed for the 50-55-em fish only. 

The •results were as folloVJs: 

Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Factor SS(-qa.t:e~. .freedom .~ Si':!fl :s~ F Y,rof.~bi.V t_l -

G.t70tlp 1. 35034 1 1. 35034 7.336 <0. OJ. 
rrime at liberty 1. 33478 1 1.33478 7.252 <0.01 
Group X t.ime 
at liberty 0.03753 1 0.03753 0.204 >0.05 
Rr.·r:oJ~ :n. ssu1 530 0.18406 

These reE~ults in regard to group are in ag:reemen·t with the inf01:mation given 

on page 3, b1..1t in disagreement with the results of the previous analysis. 

It is desirable to establish whethe:c or not:. the growth rate is signifi

cantly different among fish of different lengths. Since ·the growth r:ate may 

differ among fish of diffe:rent groups, and since Groups 2 and 4 are poo:dy 

represen·ted in all but tv1o time at liberty-length at release strata, ::i.t is 

better to use only the dat.a .for Group 1 fo:r: the analysis of variance. The 

results were follows: 
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Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Fac·tor ~;I~~ freedom .s.sq,~ F ~ro.b~~i,};~:~l -- ':r. --

Ti.mc;;l at liberty 3.8~1315 1 3.85315 12.939 <0.01. 
Length at .release 15. 44'73·1 7 2.20676 7.410 <0.01 
Time at liberty X 

length at release 3.49308 7 0.49901 1.676 >0.05 
EJ:·ror 345.15367 1,159 0.29780 

'rhus there were significantly different. g:r.otvt:h ra.tes among fish of dif.:f.e:rent 

lengths at: :<:<~lease. No trends are evident, though it would be expected thcrt, 

if the growth curve is conve}' upward, the growth of the fish which were 

smal.lest a·t release would be greatest. 

The parameters of 'l:.he von Bert:alanffy g:t·owth equa.tion were estimated for 

many different combinations of area (with Areas 6 and 6A each dd:.vid(;)d into 

Groups 1 and 2), year of :release, and tagging c:r.·uise, and practically all of 

these appeared to be biologically ridiculous. lUimination of the outliers 

(points more than three standard deviations from the least-squares lines) 

did not produce reasonable :results. 'rherefore it. does not seem to be feasible 

to estimate the parameteJ:s of 'ch).s equation fo:r yellowfin from tagging derta. 

The rates of linea:c growth were estimated by area (with Areas 6 and 6A 

each divided in·t.o Groups 1 and 2) , year of: release, time at liberty, and 

length at release. The growth x:ates v'i'ere higher, on the average, for ·the 

fish of Group 1. than for ·those o:E Groups 2 ,;md 4, but there were no consistent 

differences in the grow·th red:es of fish of ·che same groups released in dif

forent areas. Therefore ·c.he data for the different areas were combined. ':Chese 

da.ta. are shown in Table 4 • 

. ~!.·~~:~iqi_al fact~J.~.!J:.P-~ . .Q!'~ 

I·t J.s possible tho:i; t:he effects, if a.ny, of loop and dart tags on the 

growth of ·the fish are di:E:eerent, though H: is not apparent why this could 

be so. The results from t~;m c:r:uises on wh:Lch both loop and dart tags were 

used were as follows: 

Cruise Year J.\rea 
~- -~-

1023 1958 1 

1033 1960 3 a.nd 4 

loop 
dc\:t:t 

loop 
dart 

Number 
of fish 
,. t .. .., ...... ' ~ 

25 
7 

8 
41 

Growth 
rate 

nIt •• "" '"" .. w~t 

0.76 
0.66 

0.68 
0,79 

It appears that the effect, if any, of ·these t.wo types of ·tags on the growth 

is ·the same. 
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Also, it is possible ·<::hat the growth of baitboat~· caught tagged fish is 

inhibited by injuries to ·~::he mouths of the fish. This can be tested fJ70m the 

data for fish released on Cruises 1054 (baitboa:t) and 1055 (purse seine) 

conducted in l.l...reas 2, 3, 4, SA, 5B, SC, 6B, and 6C in 1969. Only a :Eew of the 

fish from Cruise 1054 were recaptured after mox·e than 150 days at liber'i::y, 

so only those at libe:r."ty 61-150 days were considered. These data nx·e summarized 

in Table 5, and t:he results o:f the analysis of v<:u:iance were as folloHs: 

Sum of Degrees of He .om 
Factor ~a17es fre<-:!dom .~S-1.:\~~~~ F _£~obabi~~~l -- _.... .......... .. 

Gec.'r 2.50162 1 2.50162 6.000 <0.05 
r~ength at release 4.95919 3 1.65306 3.964 <0.01 
Gear X length 
at release 2.50418 3 0.83473 2.002 >0.05 
Error 94.65191 227 0.41697 

:tt. appears that the gro\vth rates of baitboat-caught tagged fish of all lengths 

were significantly lowe:c ·than those of purse seine··caught tagged fish of t.he 

same lengths. The grow'l:h rate decreased significantly with increasing length 

at release. This resuJ.t differs from tha.t for the data of Table 3, but 

conforms to the hypo·thesis stated earlier conce:::·ning the relative grow·th rates 

of smaller and larger :eish. 

Pinally, i't is possible that, if carryin9 one or two tags j.nhibii.:s the 

growth o.f the fish~ the effect of double ·:.:ags is more than that of single 

tags. Fj,sh were both single and double tagged on Cruise 1055, so it is 

useful t.o compare the growth rates of single··<:agged fish, double-tagged :Eish 

which lost one tag somet.ime bet~tleen release and recapture, and double~·ta.gged 

fish which retained both :;ags. These data summa:dzed in Table 6 > and the 

results of the analysis of: variance were as follO'vi's: 

Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Factor ~~ freedom !1~~ E' ~~b_i~~it~ -- -·-

Tags 0. 23~)19 2 0.11760 0.336 >0.05 
Time at liberty 0.03294 1 0.03294 0.094 >0.05 
Lengt.h at release 3.70201 4 0.92550 2.645 >0.05 
Tags X time at 
liber·ty 0.43071 2 0.21536 0.615 >0.05 
'J.'ags X length at 
:release 2. 77193 8 0.34649 0.990 >0.05 
Time crt liberty X 

length ci't :release 0.82374 4 0.20594 0.589 >0.05 
E:rro:r 74.52828 213 0.34990 
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These data indicate no significant differences among the gro\llth rates of 

the fish with the single tags cmd the two types of double tags. If double

tagged fish grow as rapidly as single-tagged fish, ·then it is likely, though 

not certain, that tagged fish grow as rapidly as untagged ones (provided, 

of course, that the former v?ere tagged from purse seiners rather than bait·~ 

boai:~s) • 

Davidoff (1963) used length-frequency data to estimate the rate o:e 

growth of yellowf:i.n tuna in ·::.he eastern Pacific Ocean, which he expressed 

by 

1 '""lG'/(l ·~ e .. o.OS(t- 10)) 
t: 

( l) 

~:;Jhere lt ~~ length in cent:Lm.eters at ·time ~~ (e~~pressed in months) , t!'he -fonmtla was rearranged to express ~ as a function of lt. For each of t:he 
-59 fish of Gx:oup 1 at liberty mo:re than 1 ye<.'1.1:' ~l, the estimated age on the 

day of released, was computed from 1
1

) the tldjusted .length at that time. 

Then the time a·t liberty, .!f.'i.:., was added to t
1 

to calcula-t<;~ t
2

, and the 

length at the time of reca_ptu:r.e, 12' was plo"t-t.ed agalnst t2 on a graph 

showing Davidoff's estimated growth curve (Figu, e 3) • - (A simill'.l.r 

pz·ocedure was not followed for Groups 2 and 4 because there were only 

sbc fish in these groups which had been at liberty more than l year.) 

Most of the points fall belo1>7 the curve~ indicating that the rate of 

growth of the tagged fish Wcl.S less than that: of the fish of all groups 

combined estimated by Davi.doff 1 s formula. 

It has already been shov-m that the rate of growth may be inhibited fm: 

baitboat-caught tagged fish :relative to that for purse seine-caught tagged 

:cish. Only five of the poirri:s are for fish rel.Gased from purse seiners, but 

·;~hree of them are above the curve, indicat:.ing ·L:entet't:ively that the gro'\ltth of 

these fish v1as a.s rapid as that indicated by Davidof:e. To investigate this 

further all the data for f:i.sh released from purse seiners which were ,";J.t 

liberty over 150 days (63 fish) were plotted in the same manner (F'igure 4) • 

All these belonged to Group 1, as none of the f:i.sh of Group 2 and 4 considered 

in this repo:rt were released :Erom purse seiners. About half the points are 

above the curve) so the grovrL:h appears to ha.ve been about as rapid e.s th.n.t 

indioa·ted by Davidoff. F'or 'i:lvo reasons, hovJever, the growth of these fish 

is believed to have been sloV!er than normal. First, Davidoff's curve is for 

f:i.sh of Groups 2 and 4 as well as those of Group 1) and if he had had a curve 
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for G1::oup l only and the points had been plo·tted on it most of them would 

probably have fallen belov1 ·the curve. Second, the o.djum·tt":lent for the bias 

:i.n measuring the fish at :t:'elease is believed to be too great. All but 5 of 

the 63 fish were from Cruise 1055, and most:. of them were more than 70 em long. 

'rhe adjusted lengths at relea.se of fish recorded as being 70, 80, 90) and 

100 em are 67, 76, 84, and 92 em, respectively. On that cruise the fish v1ere 

measured fairly carefully$ so i·t is unlikely tha:t. the bias was so great:. 

If the measurements were judged to be unbiased and the adjustment eliminated 

the points would be moved va1-:yi.ng distances ·i:o t:he right on t.he figure, and 

most of them would be below t:he curve, Thus the growth of the purse seine·· 

caught tagged fish of Group 1 was appare ntl.y slower than would be expected 

f::r.om Duvidoff 's da·ta. This could be due to inhibition of the growth of the 

tagged fish, slower than normal growth of all fish during 1969-1970, or error 

in Davidoff's curve. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Data for tagged fish a:~: liberty more than 60 days for which the lengths 

a:t release and at recovery were available were selected to study the growth 

o:E yellowfin tuna. Dat<:l on the lengths at 1:elease and at recovery for tagged 

fish at. liberty less ·than 6 days were used t:o estimate t:.he bias of t.he measure ... 

ments made at release, it being assumed ·that the measu:r:ements at recovery were 

accurate and that the fish did not change lengths during this intervc.'!.l. IJ:hen 

the lengths at release of the fish at liberty more ·than 60 days were adjusted 

·co compensate for the bias. 

The average rate of growth was roughly 1 mm per day. Analyses of 

variance were made to compi:\re ·i.:he rates of li.rH~~~.r growth of fish of different. 

clrea, year, time at ll.bert:y, and leng·th at release strata. F:i.sh at liberty 

61-150 days grew more rc1.pic1ly t.han did those at liberty more than 150 days. 

One of ·two analyses showed m.o:ce rapid growth for the fish of Group 1 (fish 

released west of 85°W and f:Lsh released in the northern Panama Bight \lvhich 

did not travel south of St?N and east;. of 85°W) relative to that of the fish 

of Groups 2 (fish released in t:he northern Panatna. Bight which travelled south 

of ~5°N and east of 85°W) cmd 4 (fish released south of 5°N and east of 85°W), 

Also, t:.wo of three analyses showed different 1.·at.cs of growth for fish o£ 

different lengths at release. 

-9-



The parameters of the von Bertalan:Efy grow-th equation were estimated 

for many different combinations of are$:1, year at :release, and tttgg:l.ng cruise, 

and pract:ically all of these estimates were ridiculous. Therefore it does 

no·t seem feasible t.o estim<:1.t.e ·the paramet:ers of ·this equation for yello~·;fi.n 

tuna from tagging dat:a. 

The growt:h of ba:i.tboat~caught tagged fish is inhibited, probably due to 

injuries ·to the mouths of the fish. The growth of purse seine-caught tagged 

fish may also be inhib:i:ted, but to a lesser extent. 
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Figure 1. ~ap of the eastern Pa~ific Ocean, showinq the areas used in this study, 
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Figure ·~. l~elationships betwePn the estimi'lted (recorded) and act11al (,~'Jdjusterl) 
lenqths at release for fish released on cruises supervised by U. S.
and Ecuador-based personnel And on cruises supervised by Peru-based 
personnel. 
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I 

Figure 3. Davidoff's (1963) growth curve for yellowfin tuna in the eastern Pacific Ocean, with lengths at 
release (heavy portion of curve} and lengths at recapture (dots and circles) for tagqed fish of 
Group l at liberty more than l year. 
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Fi~1re 4. Davidoff's (1963) growth rn1rve for yellowfin tuna in the eastern 
Pacific Ocf~an, with lengths fit relec'lse (heavy portion of C'Jrve) and 
lenqths at recant'lre (dots and c:irclos) for taq0ed f:i sh of Gro11p 1 
releat-Jed fro:'1 purse seinen> and at liberty more them 150 d,-ws. 
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Table 1. Nurrtbers of returns _of _tagged fish employed in this_ s~:t;i.¥., __ b.Y:. -~-~~.~~- ¥.~-~~ .?.~ _ _::-elease. 

---- ~ ~ --.. ..... 
-~ ............ ~----- --...~-· 

Area of release 

Year of release 1 2 3 4 5 SA 5B sc 6 6A 6B 6C 7 8 9 10 11 Total 

1952 4 1 1 6 
1953 6 6 
1954 1 2 1 4 
:1955 l2 l 3 l l7 
:1956 2 5 2 

'· 9 
1957 1 2 2 1 6 
1958 85 1 1 2 6 5 100 
1959 25 2 35 4 5 71 
1.960 38 16 6 1 61 
1961 2 431. 2 2 437 
1962 127 1 128 
1963 67 67 
1964 3 3 6 
1965 23 23 
1966 0 
1967 38 1 6 7 52 
1968 1 1 

i 1969 3 41 120 71 18 2 32 8 295 !-' 
V1 
i 

Total 328 13 143 137 12 74 18 3 471 9 32 8 15 4 11 10 1 1~289 



Table 2. Growth rates (millimeters per day) of tagged fish 50 to 65 mm in length 
released in Areas 1 and 6 in 1959 and 1961~ by time at liberty. 

-~.,..... -~·----

61 .. 150 days 

-~ 
> 150 days 

_ at libertX,_ 

Group Year of Number Growth Number Growth 
rate release of fish rate of fish 

~-------,,--------------------------------·-·----

1~ (fish released tn Area 1) 

lp (fish released in Area 6 
. , and recaptured in Areas 

1-SC) 

1959 

1961 

1959 

1961 

19 (fish released in Area 6 and 1959 
recaptured in Areas 6-7) 

2 (fish released in Area 6 
and recaptured in Areas 
8-11) 

Total 

Grand total 
~ 

4 ... '" ' "' ·-----

1961 

1959 

1961 

1959 

1961 

0 

0 

77 

0 

33 

1 

6 

3 

116 

119 
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1.54 20 0.70 

0 

12 0.97 

0.95 108 0.84 

10 0.86 

0.98 116 0.81 

0.79 9 0.59 

1.14 65 0.57 

1 .. 29 51 o. 78 

0.97 289 o. 77 

0.98 340 o. 77 



Table 3. Growth rates (millimeters per day) of tagged fish of three groups re:eased in all years, 
by time at liberty and length at release. 

Group 1 Groups 2 and 4 

Length at release 61-150 days at liberty Over 150 days at liberty 61-150 days at liberty over 150 days at liberty 
in centimeters 

Number of Growth Number of Growth Nuw_b.:>.....r of Grow'-..h Number of Growth 
fish rate fish rate fish rate fish rate 

<50 45 1.33 36 0.87 l 3.54 3 0.75 

50-55 231 1.07 229 0.88 7 0.99 67 0.62 

55-60 124 0.92 94 0.81 5 1.11 20 0.46 

60-65 83 0.85 28 0.58 4 0.77 4 0.33 

65-70 44 1.03 22 1.06 3 0.79 

f 70-75 52 1.29 19 1.09 
1-' 
-.J 
I 

75-80 66 1.20 25 1.15 

:>(50 56 0 .. 95 21 0.94 

Total 701 1.05 474 0.88 17 1.12 97 10.58 



Tetble 4. Growth rates (millimeters per day) of tagged fish of three groups, by time 
a.t liberty, year of release.~ and length at release .• 

~?.;:?UJ2 1. e::roups 2 and 4 

61-150 days >150 days 61-150 days >150 days 
at liberty at liberty at liberty at liberty 

110!0~ ........ -ft 1 Ill" ... ! ... ·~-.. - .... 
··~~,_..._,~,.,-.~. .... Y~ .......... WI\V,.,II~Mo.IO .. fii*JIIt·~Ulll._.,l __ 11\~.ll· \Uot 

'lear of r..ength at Number Grow·th Number Growth Number Growth Number Growth 
re~ease release of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate 

l952 ,. <55 1 0..15 1 0 .• 64 
55 ... 65 l -o.os 2 0.49 1 0.93 
65-75 

>75 

l953 <55 2 0.82 4 0.52 
'J 55 ... 65 

65-75 
>75 

~.954 <55 1 0.17 1 0.23 1 0.68 
55-65 l l. 37 
65-75 

>75 

).955 
c. <55 

·i· 55-65 13 0.75 2 1.11 
65 .. 75 2 1.:n 

>75 

1956 <55 l 0.94 
~r 

55-65 3 0.8H 2 0.82 
65-75 1 0.86 

>75 2 0.95 

~957 <55 
i 

55-65 2 0.40 
65 ... 75 3 1.28 1 1.16 

>75 

'),958 <55 27 0.92 16 0.67 1 3.54 10 0.44 ·r 55-65 29 0.86 7 0,89 1 1.10 1 0.64 
65 ... 75 6 0.87 2 0.8-1 

>75 

:j-959 <55 2 1.54 40 o.o2 2 0.87 10 0.61 
55-65 4 1..46 8 0.85 1 1.44 2 0.57 
65-75 2 0.73 

>75 

~960 <55 21 0.67 7 0,98 1 1.29 
55-65 10 1.22 4 1.03 
65-75 3 o. 74 1 0.22 

>75' 6 1.09 8 0.66 

:1.961 <55 68 1.06 157 0.90· 4 1.04 46 0.66 
55-65 45 0.82 73~ 0.68 4 0.94 20 0.39 
65-75 10 0.48 6 0.37 2 0,61 

>75 1 3.13 1 1.52 
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Table 4 (continued) 

. Group 1 Groups 2 and 4 

61-150 days >150 days 61-150 days >150 days 
at liberty at liberty at liberty at liberty 

,_.,...~ .. ,.~~.,.~----~· ·--""~-... -..... 
~-~---_. ..... ___ ,.,..., ... 

-·~-,. ... ~r,w.w.~ 

Yeq,:t: of Length at Number Growth Number Growth Number Growth Number Growth 
reJ,~ase release of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate 

~; 

:J-962 <55 102 1.28 3 0,78 
'• 55 ... 65 18 0.67 

65-75 2 1.21 1 1.34 
>75 1 1.68 1 1.00 

+~63 <55 18 1.00 3 0.80 
55-65 31 0,53 11 0.65 
65· .. 75 2 0.70 2 0.73 

>75 

1~64 <55 2 1.05 
·.:: 55-65 3 1. 36 

65 ... 75 1 1.28 
>75 

1965 <55 11 
.'··· 

1.37 9 1.04 
55-65 2 1.20 1 1.32 

' 65-75 
>75 

1{:)67 <55 18 1.18 
I 

22 1.03 3 0.73 
55-65 3 0.50 6 0.,90 
65-75 

>75 

l.968 <55 
55-65 
65-75 1 1.61 

>75 

1969 <55 3 1.02 1 1.30 
55-65 48 1.22 3 0.92 
65-75 70 1.32 22 1.35 

>75 114 1.05 34 1.14 

To'lp..al <55 275 1.11 266 0.88 9 1.26 69 0,63 
55-65 208 0.89 122 0,76 8 0.89 24 0.44 
65 ... 75 96 1.17 41 1.07 3 0.79 

>75 122 1.09 46 1.05 

Gr~p.d total 701 1.05 475 0,88 17 1.09 96 0,58 
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Table 5. Growth rates (millimeters per day) of fish released from baitboats 
and from purse seiners, by length at release. 

Length at Daitboat Purse seine 
Number Growth Nurnber Growth release of fish rate of fish rate 

',... ... *"""'"""'"...,n•""'-

<60 5 l. 33 14 1.44 

60-70 30 1.13 26 1.21 

70-80 7 1.18 102 1.23 

>80 1. -o. 72 50 0.98 

'l'otal 43 1.12 192 1,18 

.. ·- ,_,., ' 
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Table 6. Growth rates (millimeters per day) of single-tagged fish:t double-tagged fish which were recaptured 
wit..h only one tag> and double-tagged fish which were recaptured ;,vith bvo tags:t by time at liberty 
and length at release. 

61-150 days at liberty over 150 days at liberty 

Length 
Single Double ·"'7 Single Double Single Double ~Single Double 

at release Number Growth Number Growth Number Growth Number Grovlth Number Growth Number 
of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate of fish rate of fish 

<50 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 

50-55 2 1.18 0 - 1 0.70 0 - 0 - 1 

55-60 0 - 2 2.69 9 1.30 0 - 0 - 0 

60-65 3 0.48 5 1.20 7 1.16 1 0.57 0 - 2 

65-70 5 1.62 1 o. 77 5 1.43 0 - 3 1.58 4 

70-75 11 1.63 8 1~39 22 1.19 4 1.01 3 1.28 6 

75-80 15 1.81 11 1.13 35 1.14 2 1.06 9 1.27 9 

:>80 6 Oo90 4 1.07 40 0 .. 99 1 1.08 4 1.11 9 

Total 42 1.49 31 1.29 119 1.12 8 0.98 19 1.29 31 

Growth 
rate 

1.30 

1~10 

1.82 

1.21 

1.03 

1..05 

1.19 
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